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Co-working Spaces in Dubai – Satisfaction Levels of Members

Dubai Economy & SME Sector
Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are considered
to be the backbone of Dubai economy representing
near around 90 per cent of all businesses and
contributing nearly 40 per cent towards the economy
and GDP of Dubai. An estimated 230,000 SMEs are
based across Dubai and UAE with half of them being
startups.
Even though the Dubai’s SME sector is growing at a
moderate rate, the rising cost of business operations,
which includes high rental cost of commercial
properties and the inability of startups to acquire
services infrastructure has influenced many to look
for cost effective alternatives. This created fresh
opportunities for Co-working service providers to
accommodate small businesses and as a result, Dubai
is witnessing a massive boom in Co-working culture
with new Co-working spaces mushrooming all
across the Emirate.

Co-working Members – Satisfaction
To understand the satisfaction levels of members in
Dubai based Co-working spaces, a field research was
conducted in collaboration with Ms. Juliana
Grebenchshikova, an MBA Student and a former
center manager for a leading Business Center in
Dubai (UAE).
It was found that most studies in past focused on the
market attractiveness of the Middle East region for
entrepreneurs and startups. However, no research
was conducted on the evolution of Co-working
business model in Middle East and the satisfaction
level of small businesses. This became a major
influencing factor to conduct research relating to Coworking spaces in Dubai, justifying the need for the
market research study.

Motivation for Research
It was decided to research on Co-working business
model since the researcher is actively involved in Coworking setups in Dubai and understands not only
the dynamics but the pain points of small businesses
that operate or intend to operate from Co-working
spaces in near future. The research findings were
published with the consent of Ms. Juliana
Grebenchshikova.

Research Objectives


To determine the satisfaction levels of members
that operates from Co-working spaces in Dubai
 To highlight key issues faced by small businesses
operating from Co-working spaces in Dubai
 To propose evidence-based recommendations that
can improve Co-working environment in Dubai

Research Methodology
As many as 75 small business owners were surveyed
using quantitative approach (Face-to-Face Surveys),
across various Co-working spaces based in Dubai
(UAE).

Significance of Research
The findings of this study will be of significant use
for major stakeholders which includes the Coworking centers and the government’s economic
department.
The findings can help Co-working centers and
government
authorities
to
facilitate
the
entrepreneurial environment in Dubai and take
initiatives to eliminate any problems or challenges
faced by the small businesses in the emirate. Lastly,
the findings will also help Dubai government to
potentially pluck any gaps enabling the growth of
SME sector on the backdrop of solid and sustainable
Co-working business model in the Emirates.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY





Methodology – Face-to-Face (F2F) Surveys
Sample Size – 75 Respondents
Target Audience – Entrepreneurs | Co-Founders | Startups
Industries – IT | PR & Marketing | e-Commerce | Professional Services

RESEARCH FINDINGS
The key research findings of the field survey that was conducted among the Co-working members are
presented below.
1. Co-working – Member Satisfaction Levels
Majority of respondents (76%) were either highly satisfied or satisfied by operating from Co-working
spaces in Dubai. Refer Figure 1.1
2. Co-working – Key Influencing Factors
Majority of the respondents preferred to operate from Co-working spaces because of it was affordable
(61%) providing them flexibility (53%) and ability to use resources (39%) Refer Figure 1.2
3. Co-working – Impact on Business
Majority of the respondents (63%) felt that working from Co-working space had positive impact on their
business as it provided cost effective alternative to conventional office space in Dubai. Refer Figure 1.3
3. Co-working – Key Advantages
Around 43 per cent found Co-working spaces to be highly beneficial. Major benefits were Improved
networking (49%) and improved motivation (45%) of Co-working members. Refer Figure 1.4
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4. Co-working – Reduced Overheads
Nearly 32 per cent of respondents were able to reduce the operating cost by (10-25%) when they worked
from Co-working spaces while 29 per cent reported cost reduction of (25-50%). Around 12 per cent were
able to reduce the cost in excess of 50 per cent. Refer Figure 1.6
6. Co-working – Member Recommendations
Majority of the respondents (57%) felt the need for Co-working spaces to take more initiatives in
facilitating members as well as reducing the prices of the packages offered.
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KEY FINDINGS – CO-WORKING CENTER
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Research Konnection View
Based on the overall analysis, it can be concluded that the members were
satisfied and considered Co-working spaces highly beneficial for their personal
and professional development. However, research findings indicate the need for
improvement in service delivery by Dubai based Co-working spaces to further
facilitate small business owners and startups.

Networking Opportunities
Co-working members stressed the need for Coworking spaces in Dubai to organize more
networking events in order for them to socialize,
explore new business opportunities, brainstorm and
synergize. Networking events enable members to
enhance their knowledge and skills apart from
supporting them in business development activities.

Cultural Challenges
Co-working members discussed about the existence
of cultural gaps, which restricted them to interact
with other members. Though members like to
network and interact with each other, due to cultural
gaps they still feel hesitant and shy.
Therefore, more concentrated efforts are required by
Co-working spaces in Dubai to address and highlight
the cultural challenges faced by members.

Legal Procedures
Members were dissatisfied with the lack of clarity
regarding the legal paperwork, company formation,
ownership / partnership clauses and shareholding
rights while setting up a new company.
In Dubai, it has been observed that many
representatives of Co-working spaces were unable to
provide accurate information about the legal
paperwork, which leads to uncertainty and doubt.
Therefore, it is suggested to appoint a legal expert
who specializes in company formations, to support
sales representative.

Visa Regulations
In addition to the lack of clarity on legal paperwork,
members also cited concerns about the visa
regulations, pricing and procedures, which differ
from one individual to another and from one free
zone to other.

The Role of Relationship Managers
The findings indicated the need for center managers
to take initiatives in introducing new members to
others Co-workers. This can potentially help new
members to feel comfortable and at ease, eliminating
the barriers of communication with others.
Even though Co-working spaces are mushrooming
all over Dubai, the relationship between center
managers and members is usually cold and
distanced. Therefore, center managers should
consider themselves as ‘relationship managers’ and
strive to take care of members.

Many members face challenges with regards to visa
transfers and cancellations, as there are no clear
guidelines in this regard. While some individuals
were previously employed in UAE, others visited
UAE on visit visas, at times it becomes challenging
to understand the complexities involved with visa
transfers. Even though Co-working spaces have a
dedicated Public Relationship Officer that handles
the visas request, concentrated effort and initiatives
are required to simplify the rules with regards to visa
transfers, facilitating the business owners who intend
to work from Co-working spaces in Dubai.
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Co-working Packages
While business owners did benefit from the reduced
operational cost, they still believe that the packages
offered are significantly high in terms of price,
discouraging many small business owners to
consider using Co-working space facilities in Dubai.
Additionally, Co-working centers charge various
kinds of administration fees (i.e. NOC Fee, Transfer
Fee, Work Permit Fee, bank letters, salary
certificates, company / visa cancellation etc.), which
exerts additional financial burden on small business
owners to operate. Therefore, Co-working spaces
should consider reducing or eliminating the
administration fees to reduce the cost burden on
business owners.

Resource Infrastructure
Apart from the pricing, other major recommendation
is with regards to improving and enhancing the
resource infrastructure of Co-working spaces.
Members stated that Co-working spaces do not offer
them a dedicated landline (telephone) service. As a
result, it has impacted their business to certain
degree.
Members believe if Co-working centers can offer
such services (i.e. landline with answering or autoforward call service), it could have a positive impact
on their business operations. Therefore, Co-working
spaces in Dubai should aim to facilitate by offering
such services to Co-working members.

Location Accessibility
At present, majority of the Co-working spaces
operate from the Free zones that are typically located
on the outskirts of Dubai.
Therefore it is recommended to set up Co-working
spaces in locations that are easily accessible to
business owners by public transports (i.e. Metro /
Bus). This can facilitate business owners and
encourage them to operate from Co-working centers.

Recreation Activities
Members participating in the survey indicated the
need for a dedicated recreational area (i.e. Gym or
Pool Tables) to take frequent breaks and refresh.
It is recommended that Co-working spaces consider
allocating an area for resting and recreational
activities as it can play a significant role in reducing
the stress levels of members and also allowing them
to network / interact with other members within the
Co-working space.

Centralized Locations
Though some Co-working spaces operate from more
centralized locations in Dubai mainland such as
Downtown Dubai, but they are either more
expensive compared to Co-working spaces in Free
Zones or offer only LLC licenses (i.e. Do not offer
100% ownership to business owners) therefore many
business owners do not prefer operating from a more
centralized location.
If Dubai government can simplify the licensing
(ownership type) and reduce the license fee, many
new business owners will be encouraged to work
from Co-working centers from a centralized location.

Government Role
The Co-working centers in Dubai cannot solely
improve the legal, regulatory and cost framework. It
requires for coordinated effort by Dubai government
to simplify the license and visa regulations and
facilitate Co-working centers through cost reduction
initiatives.
This can lead to business owners and startups to form
more quickly, more affordably and more often, hence
positively influencing the growth of Co-working
space in Dubai and impacting the SME sector and the
overall economy.
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Research Konnection FZE is a market research company in Dubai
that assists local and international companies to setup or expand
businesses in the Gulf region smoothly. At Research Konnection,
we specialize in Market Research, Feasibility Studies, Market
Entry & Business Planning. Feel free to contact us on
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